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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, ar-
ticles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the 
author and to this publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor 
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve 
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are 
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL

Front and Back Cover - surveying near Juneau, Alaska
Photos by Warren Kennedy, Pathfinder Surveys

Welcome to the March 2012 edition of Benchmarks and we extend a warm welcome to Justin Miller as he 
puts pen to paper for this year’s batch of the President’s Angle. By now he would have presided over the first 
NMPS Board meeting and we look forward to many fruitful meetings this year under his charge. Justin has 
also been hard at work in organizing this year’s annual conference and we look forward to it. 

We have allocated  much of this issue to legislative issues as this is the time of year during which the majority 
of laws are passed. It seems that we had a much stronger appearance at this year’s legislative session thanks 
to an active lobbyist and a committee to steer  him in the right direction.

Included in this issue we have comments from the Lobbyist Committee and from others regarding some of the 
bills that were introduced. Some of the language has been changed to be more favorable and logical as far as 
the survey  profession is concerned. This was not apparent during last year’s sessions during which some bills 
were passed that really made no sense in certain regards. I have made mention of one such piece of legisla-
tion which desperately needs our full attention (SB0429) and which is now in effect. As you will see there are 
many of us that were oblivious to the language in the bill and now have to live with the consequences.

It really seems as if the surveying profession is becoming less significant in many of the decision making pro-
cesses at the local and state levels as we were warned would happen in some of Fred Roeder’s writings regarding 
the elected position of county surveyors. I'm sure the majority of the staff at most local authorities understand 
and appreciate the workings of the survey profession, which begs the question; "Is it at the higher echelons of 
local authority governance where certain decisions are made without the proper inputs or is it the inevitable 
political football that constantly gets kicked around?" Or is it a question of too much power where certain 
individuals may not like the input that surveyors give and then go behind the dreaded corridors of power to 
change things to their liking? My suspicions are that we all know what the answers are, but we need to get 
involved more to educate the Kings.

The Lightsquared saga continues on and at last there seems to be movement by the FCC to get things in order. 
You will find that there are moves that probably will be made by Messrs. Falcone and Carlilse to try to find 
a solution in their favor, hopefully not to the detriment of the GPS users nationwide. I have already spent a 
couple of days with our Navcom Equipment (Starfire corrected solution) to reprogram the satellites and fre-
quencies to migrate a little further away from the contentious frequencies. It seems that with all the fuss going 
around that the major manufacturers, Deere and Co. in this case, are making alternate arrangements just in 
cast things go bang. 

Otherwise, hope all is well in the Land of 
Enchantment and we will see you at the 
Conference in March.

Best regards, Barry
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President’s Angle
2012 NMPS President

Justin Miller, PS      February 2012

Two years ago, I made a commitment to the NMPS 
membership that I would serve a 4 year term as Vice 
President, President Elect, President and Past President 
in consecutive years.  I did not choose to follow this 
path out of necessity; I chose to follow it out of desire.  
I strongly believe that NMPS is the Foundation for Pro-
fessional Surveying in New Mexico, and I know from 
experience that NMPS has benefitted hundreds of indi-
viduals over the past decades. Yet there are so many out 
there that could benefit from our great organization.

I cannot deny that the current state of our great country’s economy leaves much to be desired.  It is also 
very troubling to me that I hear of so many great professionals who are struggling to meet their goals 
and milestones during these harder times.  I often think back 6 years ago, when I started my own sur-
veying company in Las Cruces, Coronado Land Surveying.  I was very nervous, scared to be truthful, 
but I stepped forward along my own path and set myself a goal.  When I reached that goal I set another, 
then another and so on.  Along the way, I became involved with NMPS and soon found myself a semi-
permanent seat on the Board of directors.  I made a lot of new friends, and many very valuable profes-
sional contacts with whom I discuss matters on a regular basis.  NMPS has pressed me along my goal 
path and has helped me achieve far greater goals than I ever would have set for myself.

NMPS benefits us all as Professionals, and it benefits our community as a whole, whether you are a 
member of the organization or not.  We have committees that monitor and act upon current issues such 
as the Minimum Standards for Surveying in New Mexico,  Ethical Practices, the New Mexico Geospatial 
Advisory Committee, Professional Technical Advisory Board and of course the Conference Committee 
who have been hard at work lately.  We send delegates to each organized meeting of the National Society 
of Professional Surveyors (NSPS) and the Western Federation of Professional Surveyors (WestFed).  We 
have a paid Professional Lobbyist in Santa Fe who monitors all incoming and developing issues which 
could impact our profession, and through this lobbyist we are able to offer our own timely input and 
sometimes implement our own professional insight into legislature which shapes our profession.  Our 
contacts with the Board of Licensure have been quite effective at relaying concerns and feedback from 
our community directly to those who regulate licensure and enforce state laws.  We effectively manage 
a balanced budget, which covers operational costs for the year and it also gives back to each and every 
local chapter in the form of dues disbursements which are often used in community outreach programs 
and also scholarships and foundations that benefit our youth.  Wow, this group really does make a dif-
ference!  Take a good look around you and try to find some aspect of the surveying profession here in 
New Mexico that is not affected by NMPS, I know I have tried and it is very difficult.
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Each and every one of you reading this article can look back in your career and think of a time (or a few 
times) when an association such as NMPS has benefitted your career and helped you along to the next 
level.  I also know that each and every one of you reading this article knows at least one person in 
your community or profession who could benefit from this great organization.  My challenge to you 
is simple…reach out and invite them to participate with you in an NMPS event.  Perhaps you could 
take them along with you to a local chapter meeting where they could engage and discuss current is-
sues with other surveyors, or maybe meet somebody they had not before.  Invite them to attend one of 
the several continuing education seminars held by our local chapters throughout the year.  Bring them 
with you to the NMPS Convention in Albuquerque and introduce them to a community of colleagues 
who are all united for the betterment of their profession.  Maybe drop by and hand them a couple old 
copies of Benchmarks to review, or better yet pass along their address and I will send them a current 
issue.  If each of us did reach out this spring to at least one individual, perhaps our organization would 
grow enough to have a bigger impact on our profession.  Then next year, we do it again and before you 
know it, NMPS would be twice as effective as we are today.  These individuals may hold the keys to 
the future of our profession.   

Invite a friend to the NMPS Convention, or even to become a member of NMPS.  Don’t do it for you 
or me, do it for them.  NMPS is the Foundation of Surveying in New Mexico.  Δ
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Lobbyist Committee Report

To Benchmarks

The 2012 NM State Legislature began with the hopes for a better economy and safe and secure 
New Mexico.

Legislation that affected the Professional Surveyors in New Mexico includes House Bill 105, House Bill 
196 and of interest are House Bill 35, and some concern for last year’s House Bill 369 (which was already 
signed into law).

HB196 is legislation being proposed to allow for greater amounts of capital to be allowed to apply to the 
current QBS (quality based selection) contracts from Municipalities.  The profession of Surveying was 
omitted in a couple of paragraphs, and needs to be included to have NMPS in support thereof.

HB 105 Is the Engineering and Surveying Practice Act that was not passed during the last legislative session 
and re-introduced this session.  It came back with revisions from last year that were not approved or dis-
cussed with the NM State Board of Registration or NMPS respectively and included language in favor of the 
Private Investigators Act.  NMPS opposed the new language and with help from the Professional 
Engineering Society and the State Board of Registration, this legislation amended the bill and was passed 
through the House and Senate committees, except for Judiciary where it sat for almost a week.  As of this 
writing, HB 105 may or may not have been heard or passed the 2012 legislature.  NMPS does support the 
amended version of this bill.

HB 35 is a bill requiring that Agendas for public meetings being held are published at least 72 hours in 
advance rather that the current 24 hour notice.  NMPS supports this cause and issue.

HB369 (2011 Session-now statutory law)  was the bill that seemed to have not been tracked very well last 
year and has some issue short of being ridiculous to our profession, however, signed into law, requires that 
Surveyors have their signatures acknowledged (notarized) upon filing plats.  Several opinions from differ-
ing agencies and counsels affirm and also challenge the language as passed.  This issue will be re-visited 
between now and the next legislative session in cooperation with the County Clerks, should an Attorney 
General or Legislative opinion on the language not be favorable.

NMPS has retained the service of Mr. James Rivera to conduct Lobbying at the New Mexico State 
Legislature in 2012 and with his experience and knowledge of Legislative issues, should benefit our 
profession greatly.  Thank you, Mr. Rivera, for your prompt and earnest attention to the issues affecting or 
profession.

I encourage all members of NMPS to stay in contact with their State Legislator’s, and congressional 
Legislator’s as well, as the issues with the 4G Light Squared proposals develop.

Thank you for your support.

Allen C. Grace, Legislative Lobbyist Liaison Committee  Δ
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COMMENTS by Justin Miller on HB105

Mr. Rivera and NMPS Executive Committee,

I have read the proposed version of HB105 and the new language regarding the Private Investigator 
exemptions from the surveying definitions and have the following comments:

1.      Surveying, per the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
American_Congress_on_Surveying_and_Mapping> (ACSM), is the science and art of making all essen-
tial measurements to determine the relative position of points and/or physical and cultural details above, 
on, or beneath the surface of the Earth, and to depict them in a usable form, or to establish the position of 
points and/or details. This involves any kinds of measurements taken on physical objects and their relative 
position to each other, including crash site surveys.

2.       In the case where a crash site involves multiple parcels or evidence that is located along or across a 
land boundary (private land or public) such as right of way lines, who will certify the correct location of 
those boundary lines in relation to the location of the physical evidence of the crash site?  This is covered 
under the definition of boundary surveying as written in the New Mexico Minimum Standards.

3.       In a court room, how could a Private Investigator be called as an expert witness to render an opinion 
regarding physical measurements if it cannot be proved that the PI is an expert in the science of collect-
ing the measurement data?  This would mean that the PI could only be brought forward as a lay witness 
regarding the crash site survey evidence.  How can you be an expert witness on the criminal portion of 
the investigation but only a lay witness as to the accuracy of the physical evidence?  You cannot render an 
expert opinion based upon evidence which cannot be certified by an expert to be true and correct.

4.       There is no written set of minimum accuracy standards related to crash site investigation surveys.  
If prepared by a licensed surveyor, there are acceptable accuracy standards within the surveying industry 
which could be certified by the professional which would prove to meet or exceed any accuracy require-
ments for crash site surveys.

5.       The direct measurements taken to accurately locate the physical location of the evidence would need 
to be certified by some means to verify that the measurements recorded as evidence are true and correct.  
However the requirements for certification as an Investigator or technician do not require any formal ex-
perience or education relative to the science of surveying.  The collection of data from the measurements 
of physical evidence that could be used to ultimately determine the outcome of a case where one or more 
parties is accused of wrongdoing by another party should be certified by a qualified individual as to it's 
accuracy.  If an investigator is qualified to conduct physical measurements on the ground of evidence, then 
perhaps they should prove their capabilities by passing the Fundamentals of Surveying exam, as admin-
istered by the NCEES.

6.       There is no regulatory body which can enforce statutes or protect the public well-being regarding 
"surveys" which are conducted under the direct supervision of a person who is not a licensed surveyor.  
There is no way to enforce ethical or professional standards for crash site investigations.

I’m sure I could go on for hours regarding these items, but I do believe that the PI’s being allowed to take 
the physical measurements of a crash site is a very bad idea.  It could prove to have major implications
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The Importance of Tracking Bills at the Legislature
Barry Phillips

I am happy to report that we seem to have a much better handle on this year’s (2012) NM legislative 
session (see Allen Grace’s Lobbyist Committee Report). Allen and the NMPS BOD have contracted with 
Mr. James Rivera as our Lobbyist and it looks like he is keeping a sharp eye on matters affecting NMPS 
and surveyors in general. I mention this important aspect and keeping abreast of the Bills that come up 
from time to time to stress the importance of doing so, with your help of course.

Sometime last year it was brought to my attention by Jeff Ludwig, the Santa Fe County Surveyor, that 
Senate Bill 429 was passed which eliminated the position of elected county surveyors statewide. Myself 
and many other surveyors were unaware of this having occurred. This bill has now become effective (12-
31-2011) and I am including some of the language in that bill which leaves a lot to be desired. This is one 
of the reasons I have mentioned the importance of a lobbyist and if you read up on this Bill you will know 
why. I looked back to some of the articles written by Fred Roeder regarding the elected position of county 
surveyors and also the importance of having surveyors involved in many aspects of land development. I 
have included this article for your reading and comment (see page 10). 

The passing of SB 429, introduced by Senator Ingle (R) in 2011 indicates to me the level of respect 
afforded to surveyors in New Mexico as reflected in the language of the bill. I have included some excerpts 
out of the bill for your perusal to indicate the ridiculousness of some of the language (see page 12). Those 
of you still working in latitudes and departures will be quite pleased as will those who can now do all 
county work, both surveying and engineering. I will leave it to you to read up on the whole SB 429 to see 
how outdated it really is. 

I have included some of the correspondence between certain individuals as a result of this coming to light 
(see page 14). Of course we should have had stellar representation before it became law, but we now find 
ourselves trying to find ways to correct it. This was a topic of discussion at one of the North Central Chap-
ter meetings in Santa Fe last year. As you will see, Jeff Ludwig was almost a lone voice out there, one 
that fell on deaf ears. The last I heard on this matter is that Sal Vigil volunteered to get a legal opinion on 
whether this bill was introduced properly, or not, to begin with. I will hopefully bring you up to date later 
in the year. In the mean time, I have to head to the Departures lounge at the Sunport to head off to another 
designated latitude....   Δ

in a courtroom setting where the consequences to the accused could be permanent.

If you have any comments or questions for me, please feel free to call or e-mail back.

Mr. Rivera, I have to say that I am very pleased to see your attention to our professional needs and I am 
very impressed with your work.  You have done more for us in the past 13 days than our previous repre-
sentative had done since I became a member of this board.  I truly am thankful for your help and would be 
honored to meet with you to discuss these items, if time permits.

Thank you,
Justin Miller, NMPS President
(575)644-6239, justin@highdesertarchery.com  Δ 
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Visit www.leica-geosystems.us/right-time 
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representative for more information:
Nick Cournoyer 
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If there’s any job that requires absolute accuracy, it’s yours. 
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match the precision and performance of the Leica Viva GNSS RTK Rover.

Make no mistake – you can’t go wrong with Leica Viva.

 Save $7,600 per Dual-Frequency GNSS Receiver 

 or Total Station unit traded in for a new Leica Viva  

 GNSS RTK Rover System.

 Any Dual-Frequency Receiver accepted, and any robotic,  

 motorized or manual Total Station, from any brand. 

 That's rignt –any brand.
All trade-in equipment must be less than 10 years old, in working 
condition and received within 30 days of ordering a new Leica Viva 
GNSS RTK Rover System.Offer ends 03/31/2012.

P R O M O T I O N

RIGHT TIME TO TRADE-IN

Join Leica
Geosystems

for Hexagon 2012

www.hexagonconference.com/geo
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New Mexico’s County Surveyors

Fred Roeder

     The office of  County Surveyor predates independence from Great Britain by many years, an indication 
of  the importance of  the function the surveyor exercised on the local level. As far as I was able to 
determine the father of  our country also became the father of  all county surveyors when in 1749, at the 
age of  seventeen, George Washington was appointed County Surveyor of  Culpepper County, Virginia, 
apparently the first of  such an appointment anywhere in America.

     In New Mexico the office dates to February 14, 1891, the day on which it was created by the territorial 
legislature. It was elective for a term of  two years, commencing on the first day of  January succeeding the 
general election for county officers. Since it was understood that the surveyor running for the office be a 
resident of  the county in which he sought the office, the law provided: “That in counties where there is 
no resident surveyor any competent surveyor resident of  the territory may be appointed” [by the county 
commissioners]. 

     The statute contains some interesting provisions. Prior to the adoption of  registration laws just about 
anybody could call himself  a surveyor, therefore the law provided that to be eligible to hold the office the 
candidate must be a “practical [sic] land surveyor actually engaged in the business”. Since land surveyors 
were not required to be licensed until 1917, and in the absence of  a professional examining board, the 
statute spelled out some of  the technical/professional requirements for the office.

     “The county surveyor … shall keep two books of  record … One book shall contain the calculations by 
latitudes and departures of  all surveys … The other book shall be a book of  records and so constituted as 
to have the left page for diagrams and plats, and the right page for notes and remarks; and … shall contain 
a full statement of  such surveys, with the variation of  the magnetic needle, length of  lines, location of  
corners, with description of  such corners, also description of  all witness trees, and other marks used as 
witness marks for such corners, with size, distance and course.” It goes on to say that: “In re-establishing 
missing corners the county surveyor shall establish said corners in strict accordance with the manual of  
instructions of  the United States to the United States deputy surveyors.”

     The duties of  the county surveyor included “All county surveying, engineering on roads and bridges … 
[and he shall] be one of  the viewers in the establishment of  new roads or the location of  bridges.”

     County surveyors had to post a bond in the sum of  five thousand dollars and were to be paid $5 per day 
plus expenses (for official county work), a miserly sum at a time when even the parsimonious U.S. General 
Land Office paid between seven and ten dollars per surveyed mile to their deputy surveyors. It is fair to 
assume that those elected kept their official county surveying to a minimum and negotiated higher fees 
with private parties requesting surveys. County surveyors were allowed to appoint two deputies.

     Because the first general election after the passage of  the statute was almost two years away, the bill 
required that “the office of  county surveyor shall [italics added] be filled by appointment of  the board of  
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county commissioners”. We must assume that the commissioners complied and that at least some if  not 
all of  the surveyors on the 1892 ballots were earlier appointees.

    The election of  1892 probably filled all of  the positions in the seventeen counties of  the territory 
although I found no records prior to 1902 when all twenty-one counties then in existence elected a surveyor. 
Twenty-five years later in 1917 New Mexico became one of  the first states in the United States to require 
land surveyor registration, the number of  counties had grown to twenty-eight and all still had a county 
surveyor. But when Lea County was created that year from the eastern parts of  Chaves and Eddy counties 
it became the first county not to fill the position. In 1930 two other counties (Curry and Roosevelt) were 
without a county surveyor, and by 1950 more than half  of  the counties were without one (17 out of  
32). The decline continued until at the beginning of  the 1990s only Eddy, Luna, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe 
counties still filled the elective office. In 1999 and 2000 there were none. 

     It is an interesting observation that the decline in candidates for the office began with the passage of  
the 1917 registration act, allowing for speculation that qualified surveyors in private practice were better 
known and more accessible with greater confidence. Public confidence was probably further re-enforced 
in 1935 with the creation of  a “Board of  Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors”. 
On the negative side, the office had served as a depository for GLO and other survey records that in the 
absence of  a county surveyor quickly degenerated into a “cardboard box somewhere in the basement” 
record keeping system. That problem was addressed several times in the past with an attempt to create the 
position of  a state surveyor, thus far without result.

     As of  this writing (August 2008) only Santa Fe County still has an elected county surveyor. Allen C. 
Grace was first elected in 2000, after the office had been vacant for a couple of  years. Like all elected 
county officials the position is a four year term limited to two consecutive terms. Jeff  Ludwig, Director of  
our North Central chapter, has thrown his hat into the ring and is running unopposed for the 2009-2012 
term on a democratic ticket.  

     It is possible that the elective office of  county surveyor became an anachronism that in modern 
government structure no longer serves its intended function. In the New Mexico legislature a bill was 
introduced in 2007 (SB 889) to abolish the elective office but it didn’t pass. The bill was re-introduced in 
2008 as SB 319 but died in the Senate Judiciary Committee (Action postponed indefinitely), and its future 
is uncertain. If  the abolishment is intended as money saving measure it is a bad decision and an illusion 
to boot. A professional surveyor, whether he is elected or otherwise, should be involved in any and all 
land management planning decisions wherever they may be made. This was true in 1749 and it remains 
true today. As of  this writing at least one county has a staff  surveyor in its engineering department (Tom 
Werkman in Dona Ana County) and there may be others. It is hoped that the trend continues.  

Reprinted from: 
ANTEPASADOS, article “New Mexico County Surveyors” in the September 2008 issue.  Δ
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EXCERPTS FROM SB0429 

AN ACT RELATING TO COUNTIES; ELIMINATING THE ELECTED 
POSITION OF COUNTY SURVEYOR; AMENDING AND REPEALING 

SECTIONS OF THE NMSA 1978.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:

SECTION 1. Section 1-10-8 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1977, Chapter 222, Section 31, as amended) is 
amended to read:.....

SECTION 3. Section 4-42-1 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1891, Chapter 33, Section 1, as amended) is amend-
ed to read: “4-42-1. COUNTY SURVEYOR.--The elected office of county surveyor is abolished.”...

SECTION 5. Section 4-42-4 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1891, Chapter 33, Section 5, as amended) is 
amended to read:
“4-42-4. LICENSED PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR--OFFICE AND RECORDS.--A licensed profes-
sional surveyor appointed by the board of county commissioners shall keep two books of records that shall 
be furnished the surveyor by the board of county commissioners for that purpose, which books the survey-
or shall transmit to the surveyor’s successor in office. One book shall contain the calculations by latitudes 
and departures of all surveys made by the surveyor or the surveyor’s deputies, and each calculation shall 
have a corresponding number with the plat and field notes to which it refers in the book of records. The 
other book shall be a book of records and so constituted as to have the left page  for diagrams and plats and 
the right page for notes and remarks, and each diagram and plat shall be numbered progressively. The field 
notes of the survey so recorded shall contain a full statement of the surveys, with the variations of the mag-
netic needle, length of lines and location of corners, with description of such corners and description of all 
witness trees and other marks used as witness marks for such corners, with size, distance and course.”

SECTION 6. Section 4-42-5 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1891, Chapter 33, Section 6, as amended) is 
amended to read:
“4-42-5. LICENSED PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR--LATITUDES AND DEPARTURES--FOLLOW-
ING UNITED STATES INSTRUCTIONS.--All calculations to ascertain the contents of a tract of land by 
a licensed professional surveyor appointed by the board of county commissioners shall be made by lati-
tudes and departures, and on each plat shall be laid down the variations of the magnetic needle from the 
true meridian. In re-establishing missing corners, the county surveyor shall establish said corners in strict 
accordance with the manual of instructions of the United States to the United States deputy surveyors.”

SECTION 11. Section 4-42-10 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1891, Chapter 33, Section 11, as amended) is 
amended to read:
“4-42-10. LICENSED PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR TO DO ALL COUNTY WORK.--All county sur-
veying and engineering on roads and bridges shall be performed by a licensed professional surveyor ap-
pointed by the board of county commissioners, and the surveyor shall by virtue of the surveyor’s office be 
one of the viewers in the establishing of new roads or the location of bridges.”

SECTION 15. Section 4-42-15 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1912, Chapter 34, Section 1, as amended) is 
amended to read:
“4-42-15. COUNTY SURVEYS.--The board of county commissioners is authorized to have the lands of
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the county, or any portion thereof, surveyed by a licensed land surveyor under the direction and in accor-
dance with the instructions of the board of county commissioners. The board of county commissioners is 
authorized to purchase from any licensed professional surveyor any survey and the related plats, maps
and field notes with payment to be made from the county general fund.” 

SECTION 26. Section 61-23-28 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1987, Chapter 336, Section 28, as amended) 
is amended to read:
“61-23-28. REFERENCE MARKS--REMOVAL OR OBLITERATION-- REPLACEMENT.--When it 
becomes necessary by reason of the construction of public or private works to remove or obliterate any 
triangulation station, benchmark, corner, monument, stake, witness mark or other reference mark, it shall 
be the duty of the person in charge of the work to cause to be established by a licensed surveyor one or 
more permanent reference marks, which shall be plainly marked as witness corners or reference marks as 
near as practicable to the original mark and to record a map, field notes or both with the county clerk of 
the county wherein located, showing clearly the position of the marks established with reference to the 
position of the original mark. The surveys or measurements made to connect the reference marks with the 
original mark shall be of at least the same order of precision as the original survey.”

SECTION 30. EFFECTIVE DATE.-- A. The effective date of the provisions of Sections 1, 23 and 24 of 
this act is July 1, 2011.

B. The effective date of the provisions of Sections 2 through 22 and 25 through 28 of this act is 
December 31, 2012.

Can you determine the area of this irregular 
field, as shown on the scale map, given the length 
of only one side? 

This puzzle appeared as “No. 263, A Problem for 
Surveyors” in 536 Puzzles & Curious Problems, 
by Henry Ernest Dudeney, copyright ©1967 
Charles Scribner’s Sons. 

The author’s solution is printed on page 18.

Can you solve this puzzle?
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E-mail Correspondence between North Central Chapter Members 

regarding the SB0429 
Please comment on any blatant errors or let us know of any comments regarding this document, never 
mind that the voters did not get a chance to vote on whether an elected officer can be done away with...
For example; see “4-42-10” “....all county surveying and engineering”...to be done by licensed profes-
sional surveyor?
Barry Phillips.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A haphazard method of elimination of an elected official......without the proper review?
Glen B. Haikin, GHaikin@cabq.gov
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Is this document for real?  It sounds a bit outdated.  
 
All of section 5  4-42-4 seems to be written for methods and procedures performed decades ago.  Is this 
what we want this bill to specifically read?  i.e.  “One book shall contain the calculations by latitudes and 
departures of all surveys made...”  “ field notes.. shall contain a full statement of the surveys, with varia-
tions of the magnetic needle....”
 
Pretty much the same thing in section 6. 4-42-5.
 
Section 8 4-42-7 talks about “the expense of the chain carriers and corner man shall be paid in advance”...  
I don’t know about anyone else, but I don’t have any of those on my payroll.
 
Section 9 4-42-8 talks about “Any person owning or claiming lands divided by a county line.... and wish-
ing to have the lands surveyed may apply to a licensed professional surveyor appointed by the board of 
county commissioners....”.   I don’t believe any of us are restricted to surveying private lands unless we 
have been “appointed” by the board of county commissioners.
 
I could go on, but I think you get my drift.  This entire bill should be scrutinized and brought up to date 
with what is really happening in the survey profession these days.
Richard Morris, PEPS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
As Professionals, we seriously need to educate County Officials on the Principals and Practices of Pro-
fessional Surveyors, thus our current County Surveyor was trying, but solely without the aid of the As-
sociation or the Board per say. We are constantly overlooked as practitioners and not Professionals. Is it 
possible to get a one to one with the responsible Officials and go over the critical issues that will make or 
break this document? Who is willing to take time in educating and we as the Professional Surveyor direct-
ing County Officials in the right direction?
Respectfully
Salvador I. Vigil, NMPS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thanks everyone for the responses to this matter.  As we can all see, this bill was passed in haste. I can 
assure you that I personally communicated to the Santa Fe County Manager and the NMPS lobbyist at
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the time, that the language in the draft bill was not only outdated, but more importantly that some of the 
language is in conflict with existing law. Fell on deaf ears.  I’m hoping that the Bill will be mentioned at 
the Boarding meeting today in Albuquerque. 
Jeff Ludwig  [Santa Fe County Surveyor]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is what Sal Vigil had forwarded to Ron van Amberg, Attorney-at-Law:

Ron:
 
May I ask you to review the attachment and reveal any inappropriate verbiage or action in this Senate Bill 
that passed through legislation.  The New Mexico Professionals Surveyors Society would like to repeal 
this Senate Bill.
 
Respectfully,
Salvador I. Vigil, NMPS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The North Central Chapter will discuss this again in the near future; we would like to get the help of the 
Board to get this Bill amended  properly, or repealed.  Barry  Δ

3D Drive  
Simulation

— BE COMPETITIVE WITH CARLSON SOFTWARE'S “CIVIL SUITE”

CARLSON CIVIL

Call or visit Holman’s: 800-545-0932 • www.holmans.com  
6201 Jefferson St. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109

The Power of Simplicity

What might take days with other civil 
software, takes just hours, even minutes with 
the powerful and intuitive Carlson Civil Suite.

Road NETwork. Make a complete road design 
including all intersections, roundabouts, and 
cul-de-sacs with a single click of the 
“PROCESS” button.

Site NETwork. Improve your earthmoving 
calculations with this intuitive layer-based 
module for 3D terrain modeling.

Lot NETwork. Quickly define an entire 
subdivision of lots based on the border or 
specific user requirements, then pick 
“PROCESS” and the lots appear, all defined 
and labeled.

Get CHOICE with the Carlson Civil Suite: 
AutoCAD® or IntelliCAD® (the Carlson Civil 
Suite runs on top of any AutoCAD or MAP® 
versions 2000 and up AND it comes with 
IntelliCAD built in).

Storm and  
Sanitary NETwork

Road NETwork

Grading

Carlson Civil, Carlson Survey, 
Carlson Hydrology and 
Carlson GIS

Authorized IntelliCAD® 
Technology Consortium 
Member

...For the Total Project

®
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2/9/2012 

Fellow NMPS Members, 

Please allow me to introduce myself, my name is Justin Miller and I am currently the 
President of New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  I am a graduate of the Surveying 
Engineering Program at NMSU and I own/operate a private Coronado Land Surveying 
Company in Las Cruces, NM.  My personal interests include hunting, camping and family 
events.  Some of you may know me, or know of me and hopefully by the end of 2012 you 
will all know me as a friend. 

Over the past couple of months I have been working on the preparations and details of the 
2012 NMPS conference, to be held March 23-24 in Albuquerque at the Pyramid Marriott.  
The facilities there have proven to be very accommodating to our needs and the layout of 
the venue provides for easy access to vendors, speakers, facilities and colleagues.   
Some of the very talented speakers who will be presenting topics this year will be Mr. Gary 
Kent, of Indianapolis, IN.  Mr. Kent will be covering topics from ALTA/ACSM surveys to 
business management and easements and rights of way.  We will also be visited by Mr. 
Steve Parrish of Reno, NV who will cover subjects from records research to evidence 
location, and double monumentation to following in the footsteps of previous surveys.  Mr. 
William Henning of NGS from Baltimore, MD will present technical subjects varying from 
GPS verticals to OPUS and NAD 2011 adjustments to comparisons between RTK and 
Static data.  

We have many more talented speakers, most of whom you already know, who will be 
presenting short topics such as ethics, cadastral subjects, aerial surveys, information 
resources available to surveyors, GPS technical discussion including the Light Squared 
issues, upcoming FCC Regulations and UNM’s EDAC (RGIS) department. Minor changes 
to the attached schedule are to be expected, however the majority of these topics will be 
covered as shown. 

As far as my duties for the NMPS organization, please feel free to contact me if you have 
any questions or concerns and I will make my best efforts to address the issue.  I can best 
be reached by email:  justin@highdesertarchery.com   

Thank you, 

Justin Miller, PLS 
President  
New Mexico Professional Surveyors

NMPS
412 North Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM  88240
(575) 393-1462 Ph   (575) 393-4836 Fax

NMPS Conference, March 23-24, 2012, Albuquerque
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NSPS Certified Surveying Technician Exam to be offered at 
NMPS Annual Conference

The CST exam is recognized nationally as an accurate gauge of competency for surveying technicians.  

The exam is offered in four levels with either a field track or office track option for levels 2, 3 and 4. The 
entry level is for both office and field.  While there are no prerequisites for the entry level exam, the other 
levels require a verifiable combination of education and experience in order to sit for the exam.

The exam will be proctored by Glen Thurow, NSPS New Mexico Governor. More information can be 
obtained from the NSPS website: www.nspsmo.org and or contacting Glen at gthurow@cnm.edu.

Conference registration is not required for surveying technicians wishing to sit for the exam only. However, 
if they wish to partake in other conference activities normal registration and fees are required.  Δ

ROOM FRIDAY AM FRIDAY PM SATURDAY AM SATURDAY PM

1

2

3

4

GARY KENT
BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT
4 HRS

GARY KENT
ALTA/ACSM 

SURVEYS
4 HRS

STEVE PARRISH
CSI

4 HRS

STEVE PARRISH
DOUBLE

MONUMENTATION
4 HRS

STEVE PARRISH
RESEARCH

4 HRS

STEVE PARRISH
FOOTSTEPS

4 HRS

GARY KENT
EASEMENTS/

RIGHTS OF WAY
4 HRS

GARY KENT
ALTA/ACSM 

SURVEYS
4 HRS

BILL HENNING
NGS - TECHNICAL

SUBJECT
4 HRS

WH PACIFIC - 
CLAY WYGANT

TECHNICAL
SUBJECT

4 HRS   

BOB GREEN / 
EARL BURKHOLDER

TECHNICAL
SUBJECT

4 HRS

NMPEPS BOARD OF 
LICENSURE

LICENSURE/ETHICAL 
ISSUES

2 HRS
MICHAEL PAISANO
NAVAJO NATION’S

MODIFIED 
COORDINATE SYSTEM

2 HRS

BILL HENNING
NGS - TECHNICAL

SUBJECT
2 HRS

BILL HENNING
NGS - TECHNICAL

SUBJECT
2 HRS

BLM - TOM MAESTAS
CADASTRAL 

CONTENT
2 HRS

STEVE FRANK 
ETHICS
2 HRS

STEVE FRANK 
ETHICS
2 HRS

COOPER AERIAL
TECHNICAL

SUBJECT
2 HRS

BLM - DENNIS McKAY
CADASTRAL 

CONTENT
2 HRS

LAURA GLEASNER 
UNM - EDAC(RGIS)

2 HRS

? - Tentative

NMPS CONFERENCE - MARCH 23-24, 2012
PYRAMID MARRIOTT, ALBUQUERQUE
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There has been  a push to update the Minimum Standards of Surveying in New Mexico of late and Mike 
Daly has assumed the responsibility of chairing a sub-committee to look at these standards.  He has 
forwarded the following list, being the co-opted members to serve on this sub-committee.  Barry
 
This constitutes my current list for the committee:

NMPS Members-
Alex Johnson
Earl Burkholder
Glen Thurow
Justin Miller
Robert Gromatzky
Steve Toler
Todd Wagener
Tom Patrick

Advisory-
Roxy Flanders, Project Manager, Murphy Builders
Chris Seck, Vice President, Cooper Aerial Mapping
 
The advisory people have been added to give some breadth to the committee.  Ms. Flanders constructs 
projects on the order $10’s millions and Mr. Seck oversees a large firm doing aerial mapping and must get 
his share of various qualities of surveys.

My interest here is to have as broad an input at this stage as possible from those actually using the 
Standards.

Mike Daly

“A rectilinear figure of any number of sides can 
be reduced to a triangle of equal area, and as AGF 
happens to be a right-angle the thing is quite easy in this way. 
Continue the line GA. Now lay a parallel ruler from A to C, 
run it up to B and mark the point 1. Then lay the ruler from 1 
to D and run it down to C, marking point 2. Then lay it from 
2 to E, run it up to D and mark point 3. Then lay it from 3 to 
F, run it up to E and mark point 4. If you now draw the line 
4 to F the triangle G4F is equal in area to the irregular field. 
As our scale map shows GF to be 7 inches (rods), and we 
find the length G4 in this case to be exactly 6 inches (rods), 
we know that the area of the field is half of 7 times 6, or 
21 square rods. The simple and valuable rule I have shown 
should be known by everybody -- but is not.” 
H. E. Dudeney

Solution to the puzzle on page 13

Minimum Standards Committee
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412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz

Nicolas Cournoyer

Direct Sales Rep, Arizona & New Mexico
Surveying / Engineering

Cell 602 308 9062
Fax 602 274 3740
E-mail nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com

The joys of surveying at high altitude in 
winter in New Mexico.

Pushing the limits will get you into this 
kind of trouble!

Buck Mountain, Ruidoso, NM (top)
and Cathey Ridge, Cloudcroft, NM.
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Coalition To Save Our GPS -  Clips February 17, 2012  - The Columbus Dispatch, Popular Me-
chanics, AINOnline  and others continue to report that the FCC said on Tuesday that it would re-
voke LightSquared’s conditional waiver because its planned network interferes with GPS systems.  
Several outlets have begun reporting on possible next steps for LightSquared:

         The Wall Street Journal reports that Philip Falcone has hired lawyers to investigate the mer-
its of a potential lawsuit against the FCC and GPS industry.  Owen Kurtin, an attorney special-
izing in commercial and regulatory law in the telecommunications industry said: "It seems to me 
that for investors to make a case against the FCC and the GPS industry is a very long stretch.”

         The Washington Post continues to report that LightSquared may be considering swapping its 
wireless airwaves with the Department of Defense (DOD), adding that for such a deal to be made 
the DOD would have to be willing to swap with LightSquared.  

        Bloomberg reports that Falcone may have to seek a buyer for LightSquared and that if he has 
to sell, the proceeds will probably be a fraction of what he has invested.  The article notes that a 
spectrum swap with the DOD is unlikely. “A swap of spectrum isn't a realistic option,” said BTIG 
Research analyst Walter Piecyk. “First, there's nothing readily available and second, if there was, 
that's spectrum that could be auctioned off for billions in proceeds.” 

        Wireless Week notes that the company’s options are unclear.  "No one knows what their next 
steps are going to be," tech analyst Jeff Kagan says. "But this is not a company that's going to 
turn around and walk away. They have too much invested."

         The Kansas City Business Journal cited a New York Times article from yesterday that said 
Falcone had two likely choices: to “sell his prized spectrum or limp along while slashing costs.” · 
        Tim Farrar of TMF Associates said it’s “hard to imagine any other outcome than some sort of 
bankruptcy filing.” [Washington Business Journal] 

        Communications Daily reports that Phil Falcone said in a statement saying that possible 
paths forward remain: "I made this multi-billion dollar investment in LightSquared in reliance on 
FCC's stated conditions for our receiving a license." The public notice proposing to block Light-
Squared from beginning service "not only disregards this decade old regulatory order but also 
reverses a policy adopted by Republican leadership in 2005," said Falcone. "In doing so, it jeopar-
dizes private enterprise, jobs and telecom investment in America's future. What's more, the FCC's 
recent statement contradicts itself. On the one hand it has ordered LightSquared to build a $14 
billion wireless system and on the other hand it has told the company that it cannot proceed. This 
was not a decision based on science or technology but was a politically motivated decision fueled 
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by special interest groups in the GPS and telecom industry. Nevertheless, there are solutions to this   
problem that can and will address the needs of the GPS community and allow all Americans to  
enjoy the benefits of new competition in the wireless industry, resulting in lower prices, and inno-
vative service, if rational public policy prevails."
   
      TR Daily quoted an unnamed source who said LightSquared has no plans to retreat: "The 
company is preparing to dig in for the long haul," the source said. "It could be a year or more.” 
Wireless Week reports that the FCC's plan to kill LightSquared's wireless service will affect more 
than the 30-plus companies that planned on using it as well as the vendors LightSquared hired to 
build its network, chips and devices. 

     The Examiner reports that the FCC plans could also hurt Sprint, which will have to return $65 
million to LightSquared if it cannot get final FCC approval.  

      Sen. Chuck Grassley was interviewed by Bloomberg TV yesterday where he reiterated his con-
cerns about the FCC process in granting LightSquared its conditional waiver. 

      An editorial in the Pittsburgh Tribune Review says that the FCC’s rejection of LightSquared’s 
planned network “is welcome recognition that technological realities trump crony capitalism.” 
CropLife reports that the Coalition to Save Our GPS is encouraging people to comment with the 
FCC in support of GPS.  

HELP SAVE OUR GPS!  We have very important, and encouraging, news to report on the Light-
Squared saga. On February 15, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a Pub-
lic Notice proposing that it:1) Withdraw the January 2011 waiver that allowed LightSquared 
to proceed with its planned wireless network; and  2) Modify LightSquared’s satellite license to 
prohibit LightSquared from building any ground-based wireless network.    This FCC decision 
was brought about, in large part, by two additional interference studies released by the Federal 
government on February 14.  These reports (http://www.gps.gov/news/2012/02/lightsquared/) 
clearly demonstrate that LightSquared’s network interferes with GPS and that there are no prac-
tical fixes to solve that interference.   This is a great step forward for protecting GPS from inter-
ference. But, it is not the final step. The FCC is now seeking public comment on its two proposals, 
and we need your help.   We ask that you write the FCC applauding it for making the two propos-
als contained in the Public Notice, which if adopted would prohibit LightSquared from buildings 
its wireless network, and strongly urging the FCC to adopt both proposals.  The FCC has asked 
for public comments by March 1.  Although comments can be submitted up until the time that the 
FCC makes a formal decision on the matter, we urge you to write as soon as possible.

Thanks to you and your organizations, we have made tremendous strides in dealing with this very 
serious threat to the viability of GPS.  Please bear in mind that it’s not over yet, and that these 
comments can have a real impact on the FCC’s decision-making. Thank you.  Δ
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Obituary
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Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Thank you for  
  your support!

Alan R. Benham  
Albuquerque, NM 

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
T or C, NM 

Scott  Croshaw 
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli  
Gallup, NM

Ira Hardin
Las Cruces, NM

Will Plotner
Rio Rancho, NM

Keith Stickford  
La Jara, NM 

Steve Toler
Albuquerque, NM

Klad Zimmerle  
La Luz, NM

Sustaining Members   
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